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SUMMARY

Li metal anodes are enticing for batteries due to high theoretical charge storage
capacity, but commercialization is plagued by dendritic Li growth and short cir-
cuits when cycled at high currents. Applied pressure has been suggested to
improve morphology, and therefore performance. We hypothesized that
increasing pressure would suppress dendritic growth at high currents. To test
this hypothesis, here, we extensively use cryogenic scanning electron microscopy
to show that varying theappliedpressure from0.01 to1MPahas little impact on Li
morphology after one deposition.We show that pressure improves Li density and
preserves Li inventory after 50 cycles. However, contrary to our hypothesis, pres-
sure exacerbates dendritic growth through the separator, promoting short cir-
cuits. Therefore, we suspect Li inventory is better preserved in cells cycled at
high pressure only because the shorts carry a larger portion of the current, with
less being carried by electrochemical reactions that slowly consume Li inventory.
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INTRODUCTION

Although Li metal anode batteries theoretically could enable 2–5x improvements in pack level energy den-

sity (Eroglu et al., 2015), they are plagued with practical challenges that encumber their commercialization.

Practical energy density gains require Li metal anodes that can cycle efficiently at high gravimetric and volu-

metric capacities and at high current densities (Tarascon and Armand, 2001; Gallagher et al., 2014; Eroglu

et al., 2015; Mikhaylik et al., 2010; Liu et al., 2019). Li is generally unstable in liquid electrolytes, so a solid

electrolyte interphase (SEI) passivation layer forms on contact with the electrolyte and then grows during

cycling. The SEI reaction consumes Li and electrolyte, increases impedance, and leads to volume expan-

sion of the Li deposits. Li metal tends to deposit in mossy or dendritic high aspect ratio morphologies

(Frenck et al., 2019; Ding et al., 2013; Zachman et al., 2018), particularly at high currents, which can lead

to safety problems such as short circuits and fires. Such morphologies also exacerbate parasitic reactions

due to their large surface areas, which enables significant parasitic SEI growth. Because of their theoretical

promise, the research community has invested heavily in overcoming challenges (Kim et al., 2013; Lin et al.,

2017) with Li anodes including (1) electrolyte additives (Ding et al., 2014; Zhang, 2006; Jozwiuk et al., 2016)

and new electrolytes (Qian et al., 2015; Han et al., 2011; Ding et al., 2013; Naoi et al., 1999), (2) artificial SEI

coatings to better control morphological evolution (Kozen et al., 2015; Aetukuri et al., 2015; Li et al., 2015;

Zheng et al., 2014; Harrison et al., 2017), (3) periodic high rate cycling to promote self-heating and destruc-

tion of dendrites (Li et al., 2018), (4) separator coatings to redirect dendrite growth (Liu et al., 2017), (5) solid

state electrolytes that provide a physical barrier to Li dendrites and are often less reactive with Li (Takada,

2013; Sun et al., 2017), and (6) applied interfacial pressure in cells with liquid (Mikhaylik et al., 2010; Hirai

et al., 1994a, 1994b; Wilkinson et al., 1991; Wilkinson and Wainwright, 1993; Ota et al., 2004; Weber

et al., 2019; He et al., 2019; Harrison et al., 2017, 2021; Louli et al., 2019, 2020; Niu et al., 2019; Yin et al.,

2018; Gireaud et al., 2006; Wang et al., 2021; Peabody and Arnold, 2011; Kanamori et al., 2020) and solid

electrolytes (Zhang et al., 2020; Wang et al., 2019; Krauskopf et al., 2019; Verma et al., 2021).

Although applied interfacial pressure is often unquantified, it can significantly impact performance in

conventional Li-ion batteries (Mussa et al., 2018; Cannarella and Arnold, 2014; Zhao et al., 2017;
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Bach et al., 2016; Rubino et al., 2001; Klett et al., 2014; Petzl et al., 2015; Nadimpalli et al., 2015) and Li metal

anode batteries (Mikhaylik et al., 2010; Hirai et al., 1994a, 1994b;Wilkinson et al., 1991; Wilkinson andWain-

wright, 1993; Ota et al., 2004; Weber et al., 2019; He et al., 2019; Harrison et al., 2017, 2021; Louli et al., 2019,

2020; Niu et al., 2019; Yin et al., 2018; Gireaud et al., 2006; Wang et al., 2019, 2021; Zhang et al., 2020; Kraus-

kopf et al., 2019; Verma et al., 2021; Peabody and Arnold, 2011; Kanamori et al., 2020). Pressure can have a

particularly strong impact on Li metal anodes because Li is a soft metal (Fincher et al., 2020) and deposits in

compressible and high aspect ratio porous morphologies. Pressure impacts on Li anode cycling have been

studied in a variety of liquid electrolytes (Mikhaylik et al., 2010; Hirai et al., 1994a, 1994b; Wilkinson et al.,

1991; Wilkinson and Wainwright, 1993; Ota et al., 2004; Weber et al., 2019; He et al., 2019; Harrison et al.,

2017, 2021; Louli et al., 2019, 2020; Niu et al., 2019; Yin et al., 2018; Gireaud et al., 2006; Wang et al., 2021;

Peabody and Arnold, 2011; Kanamori et al., 2020) and the specific electrolyte formulation impacts the de-

gree to which pressure affects performance (Hirai et al., 1994a; Louli et al., 2019; Weber et al., 2019; Niu

et al., 2019; Wang et al., 2021). Pressure can enable dense morphology by constraining growth (Mikhaylik

et al., 2010; Hirai et al., 1994b; Wilkinson andWainwright, 1993) and promoting the reconnection of discon-

nected, mossy Li, which leads to improved Coulombic efficiency (CE) (Wilkinson and Wainwright, 1993;

Hirai et al., 1994b). Denser deposits may also result from a mechanical overpotential that develops in

high pressure areas on electrodes (Zhang et al., 2019), with higher pressure regions caused by local growth

inhomogeneity or roughness. This overpotential arises because displacing a pressurized interface requires

work, and more work is required to continue growth at an asperity already under high local pressure than in

a low-pressure region. Therefore, themechanical overpotential discourages continued growth at asperities

and smooths outmorphology (Zhang et al., 2019). Finally, applied pressuremay also affect Li material prop-

erties by inducing creep (Zhang et al., 2020) and residual strain (Rodriguez et al., 2020; Campbell et al.,

2018; Lu et al., 2018; Kushima et al., 2017; Cho et al., 2020; Herbert et al., 2018) or by influencing SEI reac-

tions (Harrison et al., 2017).

Motivated to understand the effects of pressure in an electrolyte with high CE, long cycle life, and favorable

deposition morphology, we have previously studied varied pressure in the promising electrolyte 4 M

lithium bis(fluorosulfonyl)imide in 1,2-dimethoxyethane (4 M LiFSI in DME) (Harrison et al., 2017, 2021).

Despite its high viscosity which leads to lower ionic conductivity than conventional lower concentration

electrolytes, 4 M LiFSI in DME cycles efficiently and has been previously shown to support high current den-

sity (Qian et al., 2015). After demonstrating proof-of-concept that pressure improves morphology in 4 M

LiFSI in DME (Harrison et al., 2017), we then systematically studied the effects of 0–10 MPa of pressure

on Li cycling and morphology at a low current density of 0.5 mA/cm2 (Harrison et al., 2021). We generally

found that increased pressure improved cell-to-cell repeatability, CE, and plating morphology from 0 to 1

MPa. We also found that despite dense morphology for cells cycled at 10 MPa, these cells exhibited high

overpotential and poor electrochemical performance, which has been previously shown to arise from local

pore closure in the separator (Peabody and Arnold, 2011). In our prior study, high fidelity imaging of air-

and beam-sensitive Li metal deposits was enabled through cryogenic (cryo) Ga+ focused ion beam (FIB)

and cryo scanning electron microscopy (SEM) techniques. Cryo techniques have been shown to be impor-

tant for preserving Li metal, electrolyte, and SEI components in liquid electrolytes and enabling imaging of

solid-liquid interfaces (Zachman et al., 2018, 2020; Lee et al., 2019). Through cryo FIB and SEM techniques,

we previously found that pressure greatly impacts the Li deposit morphology, such that the deposits after

one deposition at 0 MPa were 5x thicker than at 1 MPa. Additionally, we observed improvedmorphology at

high pressure after 50 cycles with cryo Ga+ FIB and SEM. However, it was very difficult to image deposits

after more extensive cycling due to the thickness of the deposits and slowmilling rates associated with con-

ventional Ga+ FIB, so we could not easily quantify the thickness of deposits after extended cycling.

We then addressed this problem of slow milling rates in other previous work by using a laser plasma FIB

(laser PFIB) developed by Thermo Fisher Scientific and demonstrated that full coin cells can be cross-

sectioned to enable imaging of 1 mm wide sections of entire electrode stacks without disassembling

coin cells (Jungjohann et al., 2021). The laser PFIB is equipped with a femtosecond laser that is capable

of milling rates 15,000x faster than conventional Ga+ FIB, enabling milling through the entire battery stack,

including the coin cell cap, in tens of minutes. By coupling a cryo stage with the laser PFIB/SEM, we were

able to freeze, cross-section, and image interfaces in Li versus Cu coin cell electrode stacks with liquid elec-

trolytes. Because this technique can quickly mill through the coin cell cases, spacers, and wave springs, it

enables imaging of interfaces without having to disassemble the batteries. When electrode materials are

relatively thin (few tens of microns) and remain segregated and independent from one another, Ga+ FIB is
2 iScience 24, 103394, December 17, 2021
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an excellent tool for cross-sectioning electrodes and disassembly of the stack layers is not problematic.

However, when electrode materials are very thick or when the stack layers interact with one another and

become intertwined, laser PFIB cross-sectioning has distinct advantages. For example, imaging without

disassembly is important for studying failure mechanisms related to high rate cycling of Li metal anodes

because short circuits involve Li dendrites growing into the separator, so disassembly of cells at elec-

trode-separator interfaces for ex-situ imaging can destroy the evidence of these dendrites. In some cells,

the stack layers were so well intertwined, that it was not easy to separate the stack at interfaces and we had

to actively rip the interfaces apart. Using this cryo laser PFIB/SEM technique, we previously showed that SEI

and Li grew into and damaged the separator, eventually shredding the separator to pieces after extended

Li versus Cu coin cell cycling in 2.8 M LiFSI in DME (Jungjohann et al., 2021).

Building on our previous work (Harrison et al., 2017, 2021; Jungjohann et al., 2021), we herein describe the

effects of pressure on Li cycling in 4M LiFSI in DME at high current density, which we find differs significantly

from effects of pressure we have previously reported at low current density (Harrison et al., 2021). Because

high current is known to exacerbate dendritic growth, which is caused by poorly controlled morphology

during deposition, we hypothesized that increased pressure may help mitigate dendrites through physi-

cally constraining them or because pressure should causemore uniform Li growth by generating amechan-

ical overpotential (Zhang et al., 2019). Instead, we find here through ex-situ cryo Ga+ FIB milling and cryo

SEM imaging that pressure impacts morphology only mildly at high current after one Li deposition in the

range of 0.01–1 MPa. To enable imaging of Li versus Cu cells after 50 cycles without having to rip apart in-

terfaces and potentially destroy evidence of dendrites, we use cryo laser PFIB milling and cryo SEM imag-

ing to study cells cycled at varied pressures. Imaging reveals that the electrode stacks are generally thinner

at higher pressures and the Li inventory remains on the counter electrode only when cells are cycled at 1

MPa. This observation agrees with electrochemical data, which also suggests depletion of excess Li inven-

tory on the counter electrode at lower pressures but not at 1 MPa.

In contrast to our hypothesis that dendrites would be suppressed with applied pressure, we find that pres-

sure actually exacerbates Li growth into separators and the formation of soft short circuits. The cryo imag-

ing, combined with impedance and cycling data with one and two separators, further reveals that the use of

two separator sheets in cells can delay failure associated with dendritic growth because the Li metal de-

posits are redirected and accumulate between separator sheets rather than dendrites connecting and

shorting to the opposite electrode. While we show that 1 MPa of pressure enables cells to cycle without

capacity loss over 50 cycles, we find that only cells cycled without pressure (0 MPa applied) show no obvious

signs of short circuits in the electrochemical data and less evidence of Li deposits between separator

sheets. Because soft short circuits are much more prevalent at high pressure, we suspect that better Li in-

ventory retention at high pressure may only occur because pressure exacerbates dendrites and resulting

soft short circuits; in turn, the more severe soft shorts enable more current to be carried directly across

the shorts, which preserves Li inventory because less current is carried through the electrochemical reac-

tions that are accompanied by parasitic losses.
RESULTS

Effects of pressure on Li electrochemistry

To understand the impact of pressure on Li cycling in 4 M LiFSI in DME at the high current of 4 mA/cm2, we

cycle Li versus Cu half cells 501/2 times in pouch cells with pressures of 0, 0.01, 0.1, 1, and 10 MPa. 0–10 MPa

of pressure is selected to be consistent with our previous work and to include pressures similar to�0.1 MPa

in coin cells (Harrison et al., 2021), pressures lower than in coin cells (0 and 0.01 MPa), and pressures above

that in coin cells (1 and 10MPa) but below the yield stress of Li metal, which is approximately 16MPa (Zhang

et al., 2020). It is important to note that although we apply pressure to cells that are mounted on smooth,

mirror bright platens to encourage uniformity, inherent interfacial roughness of the cell components and

the separator ensure that these applied pressures are only averages and that the actual pressure varies

above and below the average applied value with location in accordance with local roughness (Zhang

et al., 2019).

Potential versus time data in Figures 1A–1C show that the cells at 0, 0.01, and 0.1 MPa polarize to the �1 V

limit on plating after 30–45 cycles. The polarization correlates with a drop in the plating capacity in later

cycles, as shown in Figures 1E–1G. Polarization at the end of each plating step likely results from loss of

accessible Li inventory during cycling. It is possible that Li inventory may become inaccessible due to
iScience 24, 103394, December 17, 2021 3



Figure 1. Electrochemical data for cells cycled at various applied pressures with two separator sheets

Potential versus time and capacity versus cycle number data for Li versus Cu pouch cells with two sheets of Celgard 2325 separators cycled at 4 mA/cm2 to

2 mAh/cm2 and tested under 0 MPa (A and E), 0.01 MPa (B and F), 0.1 MPa (C and G), and 1 MPa (D and H) of pressure.
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impedance rise during cycling as SEI and dead Li accumulate and impede Li transport. Impedance rise

would lead to increased polarization; however, if the polarization was occurring due to increased imped-

ance from SEI and dead Li accumulation over many cycles, the increased polarization should occur across

the entire plating profile rather than selectively only at the end of the plating step. Figure S1 shows that the

profiles before and after the onset of plating capacity loss are nearly identical throughout the plating step,

except the voltage suddenly drops before the specified capacity is reached. Therefore, we discount that

sudden polarization near the end of each plating step in cycles 30–50 is correlated with transport limitations

related to impedance rise from SEI and dead Li accumulation.

Alternatively, Li inventory may become inaccessible because small amounts are converted to SEI and dead

Li in each cycle, which accumulates over the range of cycling and equates to gradual consumption of the

excess Li reservoir on the counter electrode. These cells employ a thin 50 mm Li counter electrode, which

equates to approximately a 5-fold excess relative to the capacity plated in each cycle. The programmed

capacity is 2 mAh/cm2 or approximately 10 mm equivalent thickness in each cycle if Li were deposited in

a fully dense film. We intentionally use limited Li counter electrodes, as has been recommended by the

Li metal anode research community (Liu et al., 2019; Albertus et al., 2018), to elucidate the impact of inef-

ficiency by making cell failure more obvious than with conventional huge excess Li reservoirs at the counter

electrode. Recently, it has been demonstrated that limited excess Li cells gradually start losing capacity

very early in cycling and eventually fail because, after the excess Li on the counter electrode is consumed,

the available Li decreases with each cycle (Liu et al., 2019). Once the excess Li reservoir at the counter elec-

trode is depleted, the counter electrode has no Li left after plating on the working electrode (which corre-

sponds to stripping at the counter electrode). When the excess Li on the counter electrode becomes

completely depleted, the only Li inventory in the cell is the Li that was just plated on the working electrode,

which is 2 mAh/cm2 in this study. On the next half cycle when Li is stripped from the working electrode and

plated back on the counter electrode, the Li plated on the counter electrode is less than 2 mAh/cm2

because there are losses in each cycle. Therefore, in the following half cycle when Li is plated on the work-

ing electrode and stripped from the counter electrode, the plated capacity has to be less than the pro-

grammed 2mAh/cm2 because there is no longer 2 mAh/cm2 of accessible Li inventory remaining in the cell.

After the excess reservoir of Li is depleted on the counter electrode, the plated capacity on the working

electrode should decrease systematically with every cycle because the counter electrode can no longer

compensate for the parasitic losses that occur in each cycle. This systematic drop in plating capacity is
4 iScience 24, 103394, December 17, 2021
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exactly what we observe, so we conclude that the onset of capacity losses in these cells at low pressure

correlates with the point in cycling when the counter electrode no longer has excess bulk Li reservoir re-

maining. Instead, the counter electrode can only supply the amount of Li that was plated on the counter

electrode while the working electrode is stripped in the previous half cycle, minus the losses during that

half cycle. The CE remains high even when the capacity drops because the Li can still be plated and strip-

ped as efficiently as before the capacity drop; the losses with each cycle can just no longer be compensated

for by the excess at the counter electrode. This argument is corroborated by data in Figure S2, which shows

that pouch cells fabricated with a large excess of Li on the counter electrode can cycle 50 times at 0 MPa

without polarizing to the voltage cutoff during plating and without the systematic drop in capacity

observed in Figure 1A for cells with a small Li excess on the counter electrode. As will be discussed in

more detail later, imaging in Figure 4 further corroborates this argument by showing that the excess Li

reservoir at the counter electrode is visibly depleted in cells that exhibit capacity loss (cells cycled at

0–0.1 MPa) and visibly remains in cells that do not exhibit capacity loss (cells cycled at 1 MPa).

Cycling at higher pressures of 1 and 10MPa leads to distinctly different behaviors than at lower pressures of

0–0.1 MPa. In contrast to cells cycled at lower pressures, cells cycled at 1 MPa are able to deliver the spec-

ified plating capacity for all 50 cycles, as shown in Figure 1H, and do not polarize to the�1 V limit during the

plating steps, as shown in Figure 1D. At 10 MPa, we are unable to deposit Li because the cells immediately

polarize to the �1 V cutoff limit with very little capacity, as shown in Figure S3. Previously, we studied the

effects of pressure at low current (0.5 mA/cm2) and we found that the overpotential increases significantly

for cells cycled at 10 MPa relative to 1 MPa (Harrison et al., 2021). We attribute the increased overpotential

at low current to transport limitations caused by pore closure in the separator, as a previous study sug-

gested begins to occur between 1 and 10 MPa (Peabody and Arnold, 2011). Our results at 10 MPa are

also consistent with another study that showed Li anode cyclability improves with pressure until a limit

of between 1.39 and 1.85 MPa, at which point increased pressure degrades performance (Kanamori

et al., 2020). Transport is more severely limited at high current due to the need to move Li+ ions more

quickly to meet the current density demands, so pore closure resulting from high pressure on the separator

should have a more significant impact on Li+ transport and Li plating at high current, which is consistent

with our results here that cells cycled at 10 MPa and high current polarize and cannot cycle, even though

they could cycle (though poorly) in our previous work at low current. Regardless, cycling with pressure of

around 10 MPa leads to poor performance, so 10 MPa will not be discussed further in this work.

Despite improved capacity retention in cells cycled at 1 MPa relative to lower pressures, only cells cycled at

0 MPa, Figure 1E, exhibit stripping capacities that conform to expectations for well-behaved cells. Their

stripping capacities begin considerably lower than the plating capacities in early cycles, which is typical

and results from irreversible loss of Li inventory during SEI formation and because Li becomes stranded

or ‘‘dead’’ (Fang et al., 2019). After the first few cycles, the stripping capacity increases to similar values

as the plating capacity, but remains slightly lower, again due to SEI and dead Li that continue to form in

small amounts with additional cycling. Finally, plating and stripping capacities drop in unison, which sug-

gests a loss of excess Li reservoir on the counter electrode, as was discussed previously, and indicates that

the available Li remaining can be plated and stripped reasonably efficiently (with small continued losses on

each cycle).

In contrast to the cells cycled at 0 MPa, cells cycled at increased pressure exhibit scatter in the stripping

capacity data shown in Figures 1F–1H with significant regions during cycling, particularly in early cycles,

where stripping capacities exceed plating capacities. To confirm that the excess stripping capacity is

repeatable in cells cycled at 0.01, 0.1, and 1 MPa, but is never observed at 0 MPa, we present data from

several replicate cells in Figures S4–S7. We note that cells cycled at 0.1 MPa exhibit the most variation

from cell to cell after capacity loss begins. While all replicates show signs of Li inventory loss by around

40 cycles, the capacity continuously drops in some cells with each cycle, similar to cells cycled at 0 and

0.01 MPa. Other cells cycled at 0.1 MPa exhibit dropping capacity, followed by recovery such that the

programmed capacity can be plated again, as shown in Figure 1G at cycle 47. When this capacity recovery

occurs, the plating capacity-voltage curve exhibits sudden changes in the overpotential and noisy electro-

chemical signatures, as shown in Figure S8. Sudden changes and noise in the electrochemistry suggest that

stranded Li may be reconnecting near the end of the plating steps or that soft short circuits enable the

increased capacity. These topics will be subsequently discussed. Regardless, these cells clearly are not

well-behaved or robustly delivering capacity.
iScience 24, 103394, December 17, 2021 5



Figure 2. Coulombic efficiency data for cells cycled at various applied pressures with two separator sheets

Coulombic efficiency (A) and cumulative average Coulombic efficiency (B) versus cycle number data for Li versus Cu pouch

cells with two sheets of Celgard 2325 separators cycled at 4 mA/cm2 to 2 mAh/cm2 and tested under varied pressure.
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The CE is a convenient way to quantify the extent of excess stripping capacity relative to the plated capacity

and can be used to help understand whether dead Li or soft short circuits are contributing. CE is defined as

100%multiplied by the ratio of stripping capacity to plating capacity in any given cycle. The CE versus cycle

number in Figure 2A confirms that all cells cycled at pressures above 0 MPa exhibit many cycles where the

CE is higher than 100%. CE above 100% on any given cycle is not necessarily problematic or unexpected

because dead Li that has become stranded in a previous cycle can reconnect in later cycles. This reconnec-

tion can result in recovered capacity that was previously lost and manifests with CE above 100% for that

cycle. However, the cumulative average CE (CECA) must stay below 100% if dead Li is responsible for excess

capacity. We define CE and CECA for a given cycle formally by equations in the STAR Methods section. In

short, the CECA in cycle x is defined as 100%multiplied by the ratio of the sum of the stripping capacities in

cycles 1 to x to the sum of the plating capacities in cycles 1 through x. If the CECAis higher than 100% in any

cycle, then the total capacity during all stripping steps exceeds the total capacity during all plating steps.

CECA above 100% in any given cycle cannot result from reconnection of dead Li because there is not

enough loss in previous cycles to account for the excess capacity in the cycle of interest; instead, CECA

above 100% indicates a parasitic process, which likely results from a short circuit that carries current during

plating and stripping but could in theory also be due to a parasitic reaction that occurs only during

stripping.

Figure 2B confirms that the CECA is higher than 100% during portions of cycling for all cells cycled with pres-

sure and is never over 100% for cells cycled at 0 MPa. This indicates that there is parasitic capacity during

stripping for all cells cycled above 0 MPa. The implication is that while pressure may help preserve Li inven-

tory, it may also exacerbate short circuits. We note that any shorts present in these cells should be distin-

guished as ‘‘soft shorts’’ because the cells polarize to the 1 V cutoff on stripping, as shown in Figures 1A–1D.

We intentionally apply a cutoff voltage of 1 V rather than a time limit that would constrain the stripping cur-

rent to the expected capacity. Using a 1 V cutoff instead enables cells to continue passing current beyond

the expected capacity to reveal if there is parasitic capacity associated with a short circuit and alternatively

to enable stripping of dead Li that can become stranded in a given cycle but can sometimes be recovered

in later cycles. We define ‘‘hard shorts’’ as robust electronic bridges between the working and counter elec-

trodes caused by Li dendrites or some other feature that enables direct electronic contact such that essen-

tially all of the current can be carried by the short. Such hard shorts manifest in the electrochemical data by

the overpotential dropping to near zero during plating and stripping as well as the absence of polarization

to 1 V during stripping. Because the cells in Figure 1 all polarize to 1 V, we designate potential short circuits

as soft shorts to indicate capacity arises from both shorts and from conventional charge transfer reactions

associated with plating and stripping. Soft shorts are possible if the electronic bridges are small or have
6 iScience 24, 103394, December 17, 2021



Table 1. Approximate thicknesses of deposits from cross-sectional images after one deposition at 4 mA/cm2 to

2 mAh/cm2 at varied pressure

Pressure (MPa) Thickness of deposit 4 mA/cm2 (mm) Thickness of deposit 0.5 mA/cm2 (mm)

0 44 91

0.01 22 33

0.1 21 30

1 19 22

All thicknesses were measured on working electrodes extracted from Li versus Cu pouch cells with two Celgard 2325 sepa-

rators after one Li deposition step on the initially pristine Cu working electrode to 2 mAh/cm2 with varied pressure. Thick-

nesses were corrected to account for the angle of the cross-sections (52�). The thickness of the Li deposited at 0 MPa is

measured from the image in Figure 3. However, it is not representative of the thickness for the entire sample, as is demon-

strated in Figure S10. Thicknesses collected herein at 4 mA/cm2 are compared to those previously reported for cells cycled at

0.5 mA/cm2 and are reprinted with permission from Harrison et al., ACS Applied Materials & Interfaces, 13, 31,668-31,679.

Copyright 2021 American Chemical Society. A comparison of the images at 4 mA/cm2 with additional images corresponding

to the same samples previously published at 0.5 mA/cm2are presented in Figure S9.
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significant resistance such that they cannot carry all of the programmed current or are destroyed by

carrying the current.
Cryo cross-sectioning and imaging of Li morphology

To understand how the parasitic stripping capacity (and higher than 100% CECA) is related to soft short cir-

cuits, we start by performing ex-situ imaging characterization to better understandmorphology after one Li

deposition on the copper working electrode. Our previous work reveals that applied pressure significantly

densified Li platingmorphology at a low current density of 0.5 mA/cm2, such that deposits at 0 MPa were 5x

thicker than deposits at 1 MPa (Harrison et al., 2021). These previously determined thickness values are

summarized in Table 1. Figure S9 provides cross-sectional images similar to those in our previous work

at low current density for convenience to compare directly to the high current density images shown herein.

Although the largest thickness changes are observed between the 0 and 0.01 MPa pressures, there are sig-

nificant decreases in thickness with each increase in pressure for cells cycled at 0.5 mA/cm2.

Deposits from cells cycled at 4 mA/cm2 also exhibit a large decrease in thickness when increasing the pres-

sure from 0 to 0.01 MPa (Figure 3, Table 1). However, Figure 3 is a little misleading because the thickness of

deposits varies drastically for cells cycled at 0 MPa. Figure S10 shows a photograph and a lowmagnification

cryo SEM image that evidence the non-uniform Li deposition in cells cycled at 0MPa. Therefore, it is difficult

to select one reasonable region for cryo FIB and the thickness of the deposit at 0 MPa in Figure 3 is not

representative of the entire sample. We suspect that the non-uniform deposition stems from pouch cells

having floppy packaging that can enable differences in the gap spacing and waviness across the electrode

stack unless at least a small amount of pressure is applied to push the electrodes together with a reasonably

uniform spacing. We observed a drop in series resistance with increasing pressure between 0 and 1 MPa in

our previous work, with the largest drop occurring between 0 and 0.01 MPa, suggesting the gap spacing

between electrodes shrinks with pressure (Harrison et al., 2021). Non-uniformities in gap spacing and,

therefore, ion transport distances, between electrodes are expected to be especially important at high cur-

rent density where transport is limited, so gap spacing non-uniformity is expected to cause non-unifor-

mities in plating and stripping, as is observed in Figure S10. Because deposits from the 0 MPa cells exhibit

non-uniform thickness across the sample and we suspect the image at 0 MPa is not representative of the

entire sample, we will focus on comparing images from samples cycled at 0.01–1 MPa, where the deposi-

tion is more uniform.

Like the cells cycled at 0.5 mA/cm2, the cells cycled at 4 mA/cm2 with 0.01–1 MPa of pressure show a

decrease in thickness with increasing pressure. However, the changes in thickness with pressure are

much smaller in cells cycled at 4 mA/cm2 than those in cells cycled at 0.5 mA/cm2; cycling at 4 mA/cm2 re-

sults in consistently thinner deposits relative to cycling at 0.5 mA/cm2 (Table 1), except at a pressure of 1

MPa, where the thickness is similar between the two current densities (though still slightly lower at higher

currents). These results could be considered surprising because one might expect the opposite, that high

aspect ratio dendritic structures typically associated with high current density cycling would exhibit less
iScience 24, 103394, December 17, 2021 7



Figure 3. Scanning electron microscopy images showing lithium morpology after one deposition step at various applied pressures

Ex-situ cross-sectional cryo SEM images (top row) and plan view images after cryo Ga+ FIB milling (bottom row) of working electrode samples extracted from

Li versus Cu pouch cells with two Celgard 2325 separators. Images are taken after Li was electrodeposited one time on pristine Cu working electrodes at

4 mA/cm2 to 2 mAh/cm2 with varied pressure. The image shown for the 0 MPa sample is likely not representative of the entire sample because the thickness

varies significantly with location, as is shown in Figure S10. Scale bars are all 10 mm for the top row and 20 mm for the bottom row of images.
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compact morphologies than at low current density. Instead, the low current density deposits are always

thicker than those at high current density. Also surprising is that thickness changes significantly with pres-

sure at low current density but pressure impacts thickness moremildly at high current density (between 0.01

and 1 MPa).

We attribute the compact and relatively pressure-insensitive deposit morphologies in cells tested at high

current density at pressures ranging from 0.01 to 1 MPa to overpotential differences between low and high

current densities. At low current, Li+ ions can transport relatively easily because they are produced and

consumed at a lower rate by electrochemical reactions (Harrison et al., 2021). Therefore, the Li+ ions can

transport longer distances to nucleate and grow at the most favorable sites, provided by defects for

example. The expected low nucleation density at low current relative to high current has been documented

in the literature (Sanchez et al., 2020; Pei et al., 2017; Biswal et al., 2019) and is corroborated by comparing

the deposit morphology in Figure S9, where the size of deposits at 0.5 mA/cm2 are much larger than those

at 4 mA/cm2. The larger deposits at low current density are consistent with lower nucleation density, which

is expected to lead to fewer deposits, so each deposit grows more extensively. At low current, in the

absence of pressure, deposits are free to grow into very porous and thick structures. Generally, the over-

potential is small at low current density, but there is a mechanical overpotential that becomes increasingly

important at higher pressures. Growing Li deposits must perform work to displace the pressurized inter-

face, so there is an incentive for more compact deposits to form at higher pressure because less work is

required if the Li deposits in a dense morphology, which corresponds to minimal interfacial displacement

(Zhang et al., 2019). Because the other overpotentials are small at low current densities, the mechanical

overpotential can be significant at high pressure and can greatly impact the nucleation and growth process

as well as the resulting morphology. At high pressure, the overpotential related to transport limitations is

significant and Li+ ions cannot easily redistribute to nucleate and grow only at favorable sites because the

Li+ ions are depleted quickly to accommodate the reaction rates required at high current densities and do

not have time to transport to only themost favorable nucleation sites. Therefore, nucleation and growth are

more uniform at a high current density and denser deposits are favored because Li+ ions combine with
8 iScience 24, 103394, December 17, 2021
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electrons to form Li metal wherever they can keep up with transport. At high current density, the overpo-

tential related to transport is much larger than at low current and the morphology is already more uniform,

so the mechanical overpotential plays a much less significant role in controlling morphology at high current

than at low current.

Because Li metal is known to be susceptible to creep (Zhang et al., 2020) when force is applied, we expect

that creep also may play a role in the observed Li morphological evolution shown here. Creep should pro-

mote denser deposits and is increasingly significant at longer times and higher pressures. Depositing 2

mAh/cm2 of Li electrochemically requires 4 h at 0.5 mA/cm2 but only 30 min at 4 mA/cm2, so we expect

creep to be more significant at low current densities because there is more time for it to densify deposits.

Therefore, the large changes in thickness observed at low current density are consistent with increasing

effects of creep in samples deposited with increasing pressure. The decreased sensitivity of deposit thick-

ness to pressure at high current density may be partly explained by creep not having as much time to

densify the samples; however, creep cannot alone explain the observed morphology. If creep was the

only contributor to deposit density, one would expect the low current density deposits to always be denser

than those at high current density due to longer time under pressure. In contrast, at 1MPa, where we expect

creep to play the most significant role in densifying morphology, the high current density deposit, which is

under pressure for 8x less time, is actually denser than the deposit at low current density. Therefore, while

we expect that creep, nucleation, and the overpotential differences discussed in the previous paragraph all

contribute to changes in deposit morphology at low and high current densities, we believe the overpoten-

tial effects and nucleation differences impact the morphology most significantly. Understanding this com-

plex relationship between current density, morphology, andmechanics more thoroughly will be the subject

of future work.

We observe no obvious vertically oriented dendrites or needle-like structures during cell disassembly or in

Figure 3 for cells cycled at 4 mA/cm2 that appear positioned to likely pierce the separator and cause a short

circuit following one Li deposition at any pressure. However, the images do show high aspect ratio deposits

with wiry structures that are more likely to be able to cause short circuits after extended cycling than the

larger deposit morphologies shown previously at low current density (Harrison et al., 2021) and in additional

images shown in Figure S9. The literature demonstrates that Li mechanical properties are size-dependent

and smaller structures exhibit higher yield stresses (Xu et al., 2017), so smaller structures may bemore likely

to pierce through separators and cause short circuits. Furthermore, smaller deposits are closer in size to

nanoscale pores in separators, also enabling easier penetration. Finally, although Li is a soft metal, it is al-

ways coveredwith a harder SEI shell, which likely increases the overall hardness of the structure (Jungjohann

et al., 2021), so the smaller, high aspect ratio deposits observed at high current density have a larger pro-

portion of SEI to bulk Li such that they are likely to be harder overall as a composite structure and therefore

more prone to piercing a separator than larger deposits after low current density cycling.

Regardless, dendrites and short circuits are more likely to form after extended cycling, so it is unsurprising

that they are not obvious after only one deposition. Therefore, we attempted similar ex-situ cryo Ga+ FIB

and SEM after the 51st Li deposition step. However, cell disassembly was often difficult because the de-

posits were difficult to remove from the separator. This disassembly difficulty is consistent with dendrites

growing into the separator, so it would be ideal to cross-section and image the entire electrode stack

because disassembly would involve ripping apart the interfaces for these particular samples. Conventional

cryo Ga+ FIB milling rates are too slow to allow milling through entire electrode stacks or even milling

through the separator down to the working electrode in reasonable times. In order to perform ex-situ

cryo Ga+ FIB and SEM, the separator must be removed, which potentially destroys the dendrites we are

trying to identify. Hence, we employ a cryo laser PFIB to athermally mill through electrode stack cross-sec-

tions while preserving the interfaces of interest within the electrode stack, as we have previously demon-

strated for coin cells (Jungjohann et al., 2021). We first attempted using the laser PFIB technique with pouch

cells on the cryo stage, but it proved difficult to keep entire large pouch cells frozen on a small cryo stage.

Therefore, herein we disassemble pouch cells, carefully cut sections out of the electrode stacks with non-

conductive ceramic scissors, and rebuild the cut-out sections into coin cells to enable protected environ-

ment transfer of assembled electrode stacks to the laser cryo PFIB/SEM. We freeze the coin cells on a cryo

stage and use the laser PFIB/SEM tomill through the coin cells and image the electrode stacks in cross-sec-

tion. This process to extract pouch cell stacks and rebuild them into coin cells for cryo laser PFIB milling and

cryo SEM imaging is described by the cartoon in Figure 4A.
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Figure 4. Scanning electron microscopy images after 51 lithium deposition and 50 stripping steps

Cryo SEM images after cryo laser PFIB milling of stacks cut out from pouch cells following the procedure depicted in (A) for Li versus Cu pouch cells cycled at

4 mA/cm2 to 2 mAh/cm2 with pressures of (C) 0 MPa, (D) 0.01 MPa, (E) 0.1 MPa, and (F) 1 MPa. Images are artificially colored for easier interpretation.The

image in (B) depicts a pristine fabricated coin cell that is uncycled without having been previously fabricated or cut out of a pouch cell. This pristine coin cell is

prepared similarly to the pouch cells except the working electrode Cu current collector is 9 mm thick rather than 20 mm thick. It is provided as an example

before cycling to help with interpretation of the other figures. The schematic in (A) depicts the procedure to prepare pouch cell samples for cryo laser PFIB

milling and cryo SEM imaging. Cells are first cycled in pouch cells with varied pressure and then they are disassembled such that stacks are removed. A

section of each stack is then extracted carefully with insulating, ceramic scissors in sizes appropriate for coin cells. Then the stack sections are rebuilt into coin

cells with no additional cycling before laser PFIB milling and cryo SEM imaging. Some of the lighter contrast regions within the SEI/electrolyte/Li areas are

likely due to redeposition of steel from the milling process. The image shown for the 0 MPa sample is likely not representative of the entire sample because

the thickness varied significantly with location, as is shown in Figure S20. Scale bars are all 100 mm.
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Cryo SEM images of electrode stacks after cryo laser PFIB milling are also shown in Figure 4. These elec-

trode stacks are removed from pouch cells after being cycled 501/2 times (51 Li deposition and 50 stripping

steps) at pressures of 0, 0.01, 0.1, and 1 MPa. The images are artificially colored to enable easier image

interpretation, as informed by previous work examining how Li appears through contrast, surface texture,

and energy dispersive spectroscopy maps (Jungjohann et al., 2021). For clarity, raw images corresponding

to all colored images are presented in Figures S11–S19. A pristine, uncycled cell is shown in Figure 4B with

the 50 mmLi (colored green) on Cu (colored peach) laminate counter electrode on the bottom of the image,

the Cu (colored peach) working electrode on the top, and with two Celgard 2325 separator sheets (colored

purple) between the electrodes. Using two separator sheets is common in laboratory scale cell fabrication

(Liao and Ye, 2018; Albertus and Newman, 2008; Schweikert et al., 2012). Each sheet of Celgard 2325 is

comprised of trilayers including two layers of polypropylene on either side of a layer of polyethylene.

The pristine Li metal before cycling displays a distinct textured pattern, which is laser-induced, and enables

easy detection of pristine, uncycled Li. We have previously demonstrated that this pattern is unique to bulk

Li by comparison to control experiments on pristine cells and by looking for voids in energy dispersive

spectroscopy maps, which indicate Li metal (Jungjohann et al., 2021).
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Table 2. Thicknesses of deposits shown from cross-sectional images after 50 1/2 cycles at 4mA/cm2 to 2mAh/cm2 at

varied pressure

Pressure (MPa)

Thickness working

electrode (mm)

Thickness counter

electrode (mm)

Thickness electrodes and

separator (mm)

0 84 35 189

0.01 120 110 318

0.1 90 73 274

1 52 52 188

Cells consist of electrode stacks extracted from Li versus Cu pouch cells with two Celgard 2325 separators, cut with ceramic

scissors into smaller diameter stacks, and rebuilt into coin cells for imaging. Thicknesses were corrected to account for the

angle of the cross-sections (59-60�). These values vary across the cells and are intended to signify approximate nominal

values. Thicknesses of electrodes include the Li, separators, and SEI/electrolyte/Li layers in Figure 4 without the Cu current

collector layers included. The thickness of the Li deposited at 0MPa ismeasured from the image in Figure 4. However, it is not

representative of the thickness for the entire sample, as is demonstrated in Figure S20.
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Cells cycled at varied pressure 501/2 times are shown in Figures 4C–4F. A pristine, uncycled bulk Li reservoir

(colored green) is present at the counter electrode only in the cell cycled at 1 MPa, indicating that the initial

excess Li reservoir has not been depleted in cells cycled at 1 MPa. In contrast, the counter electrodes of

cells cycled at lower pressures exhibit only porous SEI and electrolyte (colored pink) at the current collector

interface, which is likely decorated with small domains of dead or delicately connected Li (only the largest

of which is easily detected and colored green). These observations are consistent with the electrochemical

data shown in Figure 1, where only the cells cycled at 1 MPa can cycle 50 times without capacity loss. There-

fore, the cryo laser PFIB/SEM images confirm that the pristine Li reservoir at the counter electrode is better

preserved at 1 MPa than at the other pressures, which provides additional evidence that the diminishing

plating and stripping capacities in late cycles at pressures of 0, 0.01, and 0.1 MPa result from loss of the

pristine excess Li reservoir at the counter electrode.

The images in Figure 4 also reveal that, although the deposits after one Li deposition exhibit no significant

decrease in thickness with increased pressure from 0.01 to 1MPa, increasing pressure enables much denser

electrode stacks after 50 1/2 cycles in the same range of 0.01–1 MPa. Table 2 shows measurements of the

working electrode, counter electrode, and total stack thicknesses at each pressure. More compact Li de-

posits at higher pressure are desirable because thinner deposits resulting from the same cycled capacity

enable increased practical volumetric energy density. The thickness of the electrode stack cycled without

pressure does not follow the trend of the three pressurized cells where the thickness of the stack decreases

with increasing pressure. However, as discussed in reference to ex-situ imaging in Figures 3 and S10 after

one deposition, there is a lot of variation in thickness for cells with Li deposited at 0 MPa and deposition is

highly non-uniform. We tested multiple samples and locations in cells cycled at 0 MPa, and Figure S20 con-

firms that there is significant variation in the thickness with location. It is clear from the additional images

that the separator and electrodes tend to be less aligned horizontally. In contrast, cells cycled at higher

pressures show that the Cu and separator layers are reasonably aligned with the horizontal plane. The

0 MPa stack image in Figure 4C exhibits significantly sloping separator layers and the Cu counter electrode

is bowed with what is likely electrolyte or SEI/Li between the Cu current collector and the steel spacer

below it. These observations are common in 0 MPa cells, as shown in Figure S20, indicating that deposition

is not as uniform at 0 MPa as in cells even with a small amount of pressure. The variation in thickness and

sloping and the wavy nature of the stack with location at 0 MPa likely stems from the fact that pouch cells do

not have a rigid case. Therefore, in the absence of any applied pressure, the distance between the elec-

trodes varies with slight variations in thickness or waviness of the thin and floppy pouch casing. In contrast,

with even slight pressure (0.01 MPa), the electrode stack is much more likely to adopt a relatively uniform

thickness throughout because the case is forced to conform to the gap between the platens.

The thick deposits on the Cu working electrode current collectors after cycling shown in Figures 4C–4F

differ significantly from the 50 mm layer of pristine, uncycled Li metal shown in Figure 4B, which are all de-

picted at the same scale. The images predominantly show a sea of other material (colored pink) where we

would expect Li metal, but this other material is not recognizable as bulk Li. We discount that the material is

simply electrolyte (which is frozen under cryo conditions) because the pressure in these cells should enable

a reasonably compressed and compact electrode-electrolyte interface where electrolyte would be pressed
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out to the edges of the cell. Only a small amount of electrolyte is expected to fill gaps that arise due to

interfacial roughness. Instead, we believe that the material is porous SEI, likely mixed with small domains

of Li and frozen electrolyte filling the gaps between SEI and Li domains. Porous Li and SEI structures are

expected based on the morphology shown in Figure 3. The texture of the SEI/electrolyte/Li regions may

result from these regions being porous mixtures, where a scaffold of SEI intermixed with small domains

of Li is infiltrated by electrolyte in the pores. The texture of the images in these mixed regions may provide

information about the pore sizes or may simply result from unique laser material interactions. We note that

we observe more texture at lower pressure, where we also expect more porosity, according to Figure 3,

supporting the idea that the texture may be linked to the porous structure. While the laser PFIB milling pro-

cess has the advantage of enabling intact coin cells to be cross-sectioned in minutes, it does not allow the

samples to be washed, as they can be prior to cryo Ga+ FIB milling. Therefore, the electrolyte remains in

place and can be difficult to distinguish from SEI and Li. These pink colored regions also exhibit some ligh-

ter contrast areas, which are likely the result of redeposition of steel during the milling process. The rede-

position is not fully cleaned from the sample during polishing steps if the steel deposits in large gaps or

cracks on the cut face.

There are a few regions (colored green) within the sea of material colored pink where Li is present in large

enough domains to be obvious. Domains of Li that are smaller than the laser wavelength would not interact

to produce the laser-induced pattern we observe in pristine, uncycled Li so small domains likely covered in

SEI are much more difficult to identify. Evidence for nanometric domains of disconnected or weakly con-

nected Li in a sea of SEI has been demonstrated previously through cryo transmission electron microscopy

experiments (Fang et al., 2019). Because these cells can all still cycle after 50.5 cycles (evidenced by finite

capacity in Figure 1), there is some accessible Li remaining in the cell, but it is likely to be present in small

domains that are electrodeposited from previous cycles rather than as bulk Li remaining from the initial

counter electrode excess. However, it is clear that a significant amount of Li inventory is lost to SEI and small

domains of Li, some of which are likely dead or easily can become dead with continued cycling, and there is

large cell expansion due to the SEI reaction. Because the electrodes are significantly thinner in general at

higher pressure (with the exception of 0 MPa that varies with location), the losses of Li inventory to SEI and

dead Li domains appear at first glance to be more significant at lower pressure than at higher pressure and

cycling appears to be more efficient at higher pressure in terms of Li inventory preservation.

Perhaps more significantly and surprisingly, the cryo laser PFIB/SEM images reveal varying degrees of ma-

terial accumulating between the separator sheets. Additionally, some images also show that the trilayers in

each separator delaminate (particularly at low pressure) and material accumulates between the trilayers.

We have previously documented even more severe separator damage in cells cycled at 1.9 mA/cm2,

with a lower concentration LiFSI DME electrolyte in coin cells without pressure variation (Jungjohann

et al., 2021), so this separator damage is consistent with previous results. The accumulated material likely

arises from Li and SEI growing through the separator. It is also possible that disconnected bits of dead Li

and SEI are pushed through the separator through pores, but that is unlikely due to the tortuous path that

would be required and the large, continuous deposits of bulk Li evident between separators in some of the

images. At low pressures of 0 MPa, there is very little evidence of bulk Li domains (colored green) between

the separators in Figure 4C, but a location with a small Li deposit is shown in Figure 5A at a higher magni-

fication. At 0.01MPa, Li metal deposits are not widely prevalent between the separators, although there are

several clear Li deposits (colored green) between trilayers near the counter electrode, which are shown in

Figures 4D and 5B. It is worth noting that other small Li metal deposits may exist but may be covered with

SEI and be too small to detect easily and distinguish from SEI and electrolyte at this magnification. It is likely

that there was once or still is active Li in locations where material has accumulated between separators

because a conductive path is needed to grow SEI and deposit Li between the separators. In fact, the pres-

ence of Li and SEI in the separator further suggests that small Li metal domains are present throughout the

regions colored pink and that interconnected Li domains enable electron transfer throughout these re-

gions to support electrochemical reactions far from the current collector and continuous growth of Li

and SEI within the separator.

At higher pressures of 0.1 and 1 MPa, Li metal deposits present between the separator sheets are very

obvious, as shown in Figures 4E, 4F,5C, and 5D. However, at 0.1MPa, the large Li deposits span horizontally

and do not appear to continuously connect the top and bottom separator sheets, at least on a bulk scale.

They are also more distributed closer to the counter electrode than the working electrode, which may
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Figure 5. Magnified scanning electron microscopy images after 51 lithium deposition and 50 stripping steps

Cryo SEM images after cryo laser PFIB milling of stacks cut out from pouch cells following the procedure depicted in Figure 4A for Li versus Cu pouch cells

cycled at 4 mA/cm2 to 2 mAh/cm2 with pressures of (A) 0 MPa, (B) 0.01 MPa, (C) 0.1 MPa, and (D) 1 MPa. These are the same samples as in Figure 4 but with

higher magnification to highlight the locations between layers of each separator or between sheets of the two separators which show Li metal plating. Some

of the lighter contrast regions within the SEI/electrolyte/Li areas are likely due to redeposition of steel from the milling process, particularly in (A). Scale bars

are all 10 mm.
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provide insight into their origin. At 1 MPa, the deposits form nearly a continuous layer of Li spanning be-

tween the two separator sheets, as is most obvious from the magnified image in Figure 5D. The increasing

amount of obvious Li between the separators and more continuous paths of the Li deposits at higher pres-

sures indicate that pressure exacerbates the likelihood of soft short circuits. We note that we did not have

to cross-section these cells in multiple areas and search to find evidence of Li and SEI in the separators, but

rather this evidence was present in the first randomly selected locations we examined. This suggests that,

rather than a single distinct dendrite that pierces the separator and causes a hard short, the Li penetration

and redirection between separators that likely evidences short circuits appears to be widespread and occur

over significant areas with many entry points rather than at a single location caused by a local imperfection

such as a defect for example.

We image these samples after cycling 501/2 times with the goals of understanding how pressure impacts the

Li inventory retention at the counter electrode and to understand whether evidence of dendrite growth or

short circuits could be observed. While it would have also been informative to image cells in the early

cycling range of 5–15 cycles, where many cells show evidence of parasitic capacity (higher than 100%

CECA), this would not have achieved the goal of understanding the Li inventory retention. However, we sus-

pect that the SEI/Li penetration into the separator is a gradual process with cycling based on imaging the

evolution of SEI/Li accumulation and penetration into the separator with cycling in previous work (Jungjo-

hann et al., 2021). Our previous work focused on coin cells without pressure variation and with a lower con-

centration but similar electrolyte and lower current density, so it is not exactly analogous. However, therein,
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we observed evidence of SEI/Li growing into the separator even as early as after the first deposition,

and the SEI/Li growth generally increased with increasing cycle number, eventually leading to destruction

of the separator. Therefore, we expect that imaging after earlier cycles would provide similar evidence of

gradual SEI/Li growth into the separator with increasing cycling, but we have not performed that analysis

herein.

The laser PFIB/SEM images in Figures 4 and 5 reveal Li metal growing into the separators and accumu-

lating/redirecting between the separator sheets, which has several important implications. First, Li growth

into the separators strongly suggests that there are short circuits in these cells, as is already suspected from

the electrochemical data. The CE data suggests that these soft shorts form very early in cycling and poten-

tially become disconnected later when the CE drops below 100% again. Future work will focus on identi-

fying the onset of Li plating within the separators. Second, it is possible that the cell cycled at 1 MPa

only exhibits improved Li inventory retention and thinner deposits because soft short circuits are more se-

vere, which could improve efficiency if a more significant amount of current is carried through the short,

such that a smaller portion of the current is carried by charge transfer reactions. Therefore, though the elec-

trochemical data suggests that cycling may be more efficient and Li inventory may be better preserved at

high pressure, this may just be an artifact of the higher propensity to form short circuits at high pressure. It

has been previously suggested that Li growth though the separator in Li symmetric cells may lead to the

appearance of stable cycling if the short circuits never transition to hard shorts (Albertus et al., 2018). Third,

the identification of short circuits and accumulation of Li between the separators is uniquely enabled by the

cryo laser PFIB/SEM approach that allows imaging of large areas of electrode stacks without cell disas-

sembly, and the growth of Li into the separator would not have been detected with conventional cryo

Ga+ FIB and SEM imaging (where the separator would have been removed completely and not imaged).

The thicknesses of ex-situ electrode deposits would not have accurately depicted the total thickness of de-

posits (or the resulting practical volumetric energy density) because there are significant amounts of SEI

and Li between the separators. Fourth, if only one separator sheet had been used rather than two sheets,

these cells would likely have shorted. This implies that the use of two separators can be considered a way to

delay catastrophic short circuits. Use of two separator sheets has also been shown to improve performance

relative to only one in Li/S batteries (Liao and Ye, 2018), has been previously touted to likely delay the onset

of Li dendrite penetration (Albertus and Newman, 2008), and has been shown to increase cycle life of Li

anodes with increasing numbers of separator sheets (Kanamori et al., 2020). Alternatively, instead of a miti-

gation to improve performance, the use of multiple separators could be seen as a crutch that makes short

circuits more difficult to detect because the Li can redirect between the separator sheets rather than

revealing that the cell is failing.
Effects of one versus two separator sheets

To confirm that use of two separator sheets delays obvious detection of soft short circuits by enabling Li to

redirect between the separator sheets, we fabricate pouch cells with only one Celgard 2325 separator and

we cycle the cells 50 1/2 times. Voltage versus time and capacity versus cycle number plots are provided in

Figure 6 for pouch cells fabricated with only one separator. The cells cycled at 0 MPa with one separator,

shown in Figures 6A and 6E, perform similarly to those cycled with two separators, shown in Figures 1A and

1E. Figure 7 also confirms that CE and CECA of cells cycled at 0 MPa with one separator are similar to those

cycled with two separators (Figure 2). In short, electrochemical signatures for cells at 0 MPa do not show any

obvious signs of short circuits regardless of the number of separators. In contrast, the cells cycled with 0.01,

0.1, and 1 MPa of pressure exhibit more obvious soft short circuits with one separator, indicated by sudden

and significant drops in overpotential to nearly zero in Figures 6B–6D and 6F–6H and CECA above 100% in

Figure 7. We cycle several replicates of each condition and select a representative replicate for presenta-

tion in Figures 6 and 7, but we present the replicates in Figures S21–S24 to show that the differences in

behavior with one and two separators are obvious in many replicate cells. In fact, we find that some cells

cycled at 0.01 and 0.1 MPa with one separator exhibit even more obvious shorts than the cells selected

for Figure 6. All cells cycled at 1 MPa exhibit similar obvious and severe soft short circuits and all cells cycled

at 0 MPa exhibit no evidence of soft short circuits. The result that use of only one separator leads to more

obvious short circuits in cells cycled under pressure is consistent with the imaging results in Figure 4 that

show Li deposits readily penetrating the separator and redirecting between the two separator sheets. Had

there only been one separator in each of those cells, the cells would have shorted more obviously. There-

fore, we confirm our assertion that two separator sheets reduce the severity of soft short circuits by
14 iScience 24, 103394, December 17, 2021



Figure 6. Electrochemical data for cells cycled at various applied pressures with one separator sheet

Potential versus time (left) and capacity versus cycle number (right) data for Li versus Cu pouch cells with only one sheet of Celgard 2325 separator

(as opposed to two sheets in Figure 1) cycled at 4 mA/cm2 to 2 mAh/cm2 and tested under 0 MPa (A and E), 0.01 MPa (B and F), 0.1 MPa (C and G), and 1 MPa

(D and H) of pressure.
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redirecting them between the separators. However, it is important to note that this likely is not an effective

mitigation and likely masks or delays rather than solves the problem of Li growing through the separator.

To corroborate that soft short circuits are masked but likely are still prevalent in cells with two separators,

we present electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) data in Figure 8 after 1, 5, and 51 Li depositions

on the working electrodes and compare cells with one and two separators. After one Li deposition, cells

cycled with one separator generally exhibit a slightly lower solution resistance compared to cells with

two separator sheets, which is expected because the gap spacing decreases by half in cells with only

one separator, so there is a shorter transport distance. The solution resistance also decreases with

increasing pressure after one deposition, suggesting that pressure shrinks the gap spacing between elec-

trodes, as we have observed previously as well (Harrison et al., 2021). Semicircles arising due to interfacial

reactions are very similar with one or two separator sheets after one deposition, indicating that the depo-

sition process is similar in either case. It is common to observe multiple semicircles because they can corre-

late to reactions at interfaces on the two different electrodes or to different Li environments (i.e., pristine

versus electrodeposited Li). There are subtle changes with pressure after one deposition, but the changes

between pressures are consistent with one or two separator sheets.

Deposition 5 was chosen as an intermediate cycle number because all of the cells cycled with pressure

exhibit higher than 100% CECA after the fifth deposition and therefore soft shorts are likely in this cycle.

The 0 MPa data exhibit two small semicircles after both depositions 1 and 5 but the cells cycled with

0.01, 0.1, and 1 MPa of pressure exhibit significant changes between the first and fifth deposition. The

distinct lower frequency semicircle obvious in all cells after one deposition appears to diminish greatly after

5 depositions, although it is possible it grows and is incorporated into the low frequency tail which adopts a

slightly curved shape. Semicircles shrinking in size after a few cycles have been demonstrated previously in

4 M LiFSI/DME (Qian et al., 2015; Harrison et al., 2021), even for cells cycled at lower currents where soft

shorts are not likely. Therefore, shrinking semicircles in general may not necessarily indicate short circuits.

However, shrinking semicircles in our cells under these conditions do appear correlated with soft shorts.

Our data show the cells cycled with pressure exhibit higher than 100% CECA efficiency on cycle 5, which

suggests soft shorts, but cells cycled at 0 MPa show no signs of shorts in the electrochemical data (Figure 2).

The behavior of the semicircles in the EIS spectra correlate well with the CECA data because we observe

semicircles shrinking from cycle 1 to 5 for all cells cycled with pressure, but not for cells cycled at 0 MPa.
iScience 24, 103394, December 17, 2021 15



Figure 7. Coulombic efficiency data for cells cycled at various applied pressures with one separator sheet

Coulombic efficiency (A) and cumulative average Coulombic efficiency (B) versus cycle number data for Li versus Cu pouch

cells with only one sheet of Celgard 2325 separator (as opposed to two sheets in Figure 2) cycled at 4 mA/cm2 to

2 mAh/cm2 and tested under varied pressure.
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Furthermore, we generally observe more obvious and severe soft shorts in cells cycled with one separator

sheet than two, evidenced by voltage versus time data (Figures 1 and 6), and we similarly see more severe

shrinking semicircles in the EIS data when cells are cycled with one separator rather than two. These obser-

vations suggest that soft shorts are evidenced by shrinking semicircles in the EIS data under these condi-

tions, despite previous reports at low current density that show shrinking semicircles with cycling in cells

that are unlikely to experience soft shorts (Qian et al., 2015; Harrison et al., 2021).

The EIS data after 51 depositions shows no significant change between cells with one or two separators

when cycled at 0 MPa but very significant changes in cells cycled at higher pressures. Cells cycled at

0 MPa are similar with one or two separators, show no signs of soft short circuits, and both conditions

exhibit significant growth in semicircle size between depositions 5 and 51. The impedance growth with

cycling is consistent with SEI accumulation and the loss of pristine excess Li inventory that is obvious

from cycling data in Figure 1 and imaging in Figure 4. Note that the loops at low frequency evident in

the 51 deposition data are likely due to insufficient rest time for the cells to relax to a stable open circuit

condition before running EIS; the rest time of 5 min was sufficient in early cycles but appears to be insuf-

ficient in later cycles where the cells exhibit higher impedance. Cells with two separators cycled at 0.01

and 0.1 MPa exhibit two semicircles after 51 depositions that are larger than the semicircles after the first

and fifth depositions. Like at 0 MPa, this is consistent with the cycling and imaging data which suggests loss

in accessible Li inventory after extended cycling and high impedance from the accumulation of thick SEI

layers. In contrast, cells with only one separator sheet cycled at 0.01 and 0.1 MPa after 51 depositions

exhibit a significant drop in the solution resistance and all semicircles disappear. These observations are

consistent with soft short circuits being much more obvious and prevalent in cells with only one separator

sheet. Finally, cells cycled at 1 MPa with two separators still exhibit one semicircle, so the interpretation of

soft short circuits is more ambiguous, similar to after 5 depositions in pressurized cells. In contrast, the cells

with only one separator sheet show a drop in impedance to near zero with very little evidence of charge

transfer reactions, indicating that the cells are severely shorted, which is consistent with the voltage and

capacity data.

In summary, after 51 depositions, the EIS data clearly show that the cells cycled with only one separator

sheet exhibit much more obvious and severe soft shorts. Also, the EIS data shows that soft short circuits

are exacerbated systematically by increasing the pressure. These observations are consistent with imaging

data shown in Figure 4 demonstrating that Li and SEI redirects between the separators in cells with

increasing severity as the pressure increases. Therefore, because soft short circuits are more prevalent
16 iScience 24, 103394, December 17, 2021



Figure 8. Electrochemical impedance spectroscopy data for cells cycled to various applied pressures

Electrochemical impedance spectroscopy data for cells cycled at 0, 0.01, 0.1, and 1 MPa after one (left two columns), five (middle two columns), and fifty-one

(right two columns) Li depositions on Cu working electrodes in Li versus Cu pouch cells with one or two sheets of Celgard 2325 separators (as shown with

cartoons) cycled at 4 mA/cm2 to 2 mAh/cm2.
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at increased pressure, improved Li inventory retention and decreased thickness of the deposits at 1 MPa

likely arise at least partly from a greater amount of the current being carried by the soft short circuits rather

than completely from increased Li cycling efficiency. Utilizing less Li electrochemically with each cycle con-

tributes to a slower loss in pristine bulk Li excess from the counter electrode.

DISCUSSION

Herein, we present the effects of applied pressure on Li metal anode cycling at a high current of 4 mA/cm2

to a capacity of 2 mAh/cm2 in 4 M LiFSI in DME electrolyte. We cycle cells at 0, 0.01, 0.1, 1 and 10 MPa, but

cells cycled at 10MPa are unable to support the high current due to transport limitations and polarize to the

voltage cutoff immediately. We were motivated to perform this study because we hypothesized that

increased pressure may suppress dendrites that are known to cause short circuits in cells cycled at high cur-

rent density. Indeed, we find that only cells tested at 1 MPa can cycle 50 times to the programmed capacity

in cells fabricated with 50 mm Li counter electrodes. In contrast, cells cycled at lower pressures exhibit di-

minishing capacity after about 40–45 cycles. This result appears at first to suggest that pressure promotes

more efficient cycling that preserves Li inventory. However, only cells tested at 0 MPa cycle reliably with no

signs of soft short circuits in the electrochemical data. In contrast, cells cycled at 0.01, 0.1, and 1 MPa all

show regions of CE above 100% where soft short circuits are suspect.

To better understand the electrochemical data, we cross-section and image the electrodes using a cryo Ga+

focused ion beam, a cryo femto-second laser, and cryo electron microscopy techniques. Images after one Li

deposition step show that pressure has little impact on morphology and thickness, except for cells cycled at

0 MPa, where the deposits are very non-uniform with location, so it is difficult to select a representative image

depicting thickness. Images of entire intact electrode stacks after 501/2 cycles reveal that (1) electrode stacks

are generally more compact when cycled at higher pressure; (2) pristine, uncycled excess Li inventory remains

on the counter electrode only for cells cycled at 1 MPa, which is also the only pressure that enables 50 cycles

at the programmed capacity, confirming that the initial excess Li inventory on the counter electrode is consumed

at all other pressures and that consumption is responsible for capacity fade; and (3) Li deposits and redirects
iScience 24, 103394, December 17, 2021 17
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readily between the two separator sheets with increasing prevalence at higher pressures, suggesting that higher

pressures promote soft short circuits.Wealso cycle cells at variedpressurewith onlyone separator sheet and find

short circuits are much more prevalent and obvious with one separator sheet rather than two, particularly when

cycled at increased pressure. This indicates that the use of two separators masks soft short circuits from being

easilydetectablebyallowingLi to redirectbetweenseparator sheets andprovides furtherevidence that soft short

circuitsareexacerbatedby increasedpressure rather than suppressed. Consequently,wepropose thathighpres-

surepreserves Li inventory and results inmore compact deposits at least inpart because the cells aremore signif-

icantly shorted at high pressure, rather than completely resulting from more efficient cycling or morphological

evolution at higher pressure. If more current is carried by soft short circuits at high pressures than at lower pres-

sures, then less current is directly carriedby the charge transfer reactions, which can then reduce Li inventory loss.

We observe significant changes in performance of Li anodes with varied pressure, which is important

because laboratory cells are generally pressurized (though often the pressure is not quantified). The pres-

sure in commercial cells varies with cell design (e.g., spirally wound, pouch, prismatic, etc.). While we have

previously shown that increased pressure leads to significantly denser deposits at low current density (Har-

rison et al., 2021), here we show that deposit thickness is less impacted by pressure at high current density

after one deposition than at low current density. Therefore, the impact of pressure on Li cycling is current

density dependent. After 51 depositions, the deposit thickness on the working electrode varies signifi-

cantly with pressure, but the thickness is complicated by the presence of soft short circuits after extended

cycling. We show that large pressures promote short circuits, rather than suppress them, suggesting that

increasing pressure is not a very effective strategy to suppress dendrites and prevent cell failure. This may

be considered a benefit because high pressures may be difficult to practically apply to commercial cells, so

not needing to rely on high pressure simplifies design. It is also clear that conventional separators designed

for Li-ion batteries suffer from damage and Li/SEI penetration readily and likely globally throughout the cell

when operating at high current density. We have shown in previous work that through-hole separator de-

signs are even more prone to Li/SEI penetration than trilayer designs (Jungjohann et al., 2021) that we

employ here. Alternative separator strategies designed to withstand high rate Li metal cycling would be

a useful research direction.
Limitations of the study

The two cryo imaging techniques used here have advantages, disadvantages, and limitations for imaging Li

anodes. Ex-situ cryo Ga+ FIB milling and SEM imaging of Li electrodes enables the sample to be washed of

excess electrolyte before freezing so that the Li morphology can be very clearly recognized without added

contributions from frozen electrolyte. This technique is well suited for probing many battery electrode ma-

terials under many conditions. However, Ga+ FIB milling is slow, so the milling depth and milling area is

limited, which makes it difficult to mill through entire intact electrode stacks. Because of that limitation,

Ga+ FIB and SEM imaging is most reasonably applied to single electrodes that are removed from the

rest of the stack. Unfortunately, removing the electrode from the separator can damage the interface

and destroy evidence of dendrites that may be growing into the separator in some cells, such as those

cycled under the conditions in this study.

The cryo laser PFIB milling technique also used in this study has the advantage of very fast milling rates that

can be used to cross-section entire cells including steel casing in mm wide areas without heating the cell.

However, because the electrodes are not removed and washed, the electrolyte is frozen in place and can be

difficult to distinguish from the SEI. This can also make it more difficult to recognize small Li grains. Also,

though much larger areas can be imaged with the laser PFIB, it is still a relatively small part of the overall

electrode and it remains time consuming to samplemany cells and locations. Therefore, if the sample is not

very homogeneous, this technique could lead to misinterpretation of the morphology.

Finally, the laser PFIB milling technique leads to metal debris that can be redeposited during milling onto

the electrode stack. Because the electrolyte is frozen, it acts as a barrier to release of energy between

potentially shorted electrodes. Herein, we have studied Li versus Cu cells, so the cells do not have a cath-

ode with energy to release in the event of a short from metal redeposition even if the process were per-

formed at room temperature. Therefore, there are no safety concerns in terms of heat release when the

cell is brought back up to room temperature to remove from the SEM. However, if a cell with an anode

and cathode were shorted during milling from redeposition of milled metal, there would be potential

for energy release when the cell was brought back to room temperature. In large cells containing significant
18 iScience 24, 103394, December 17, 2021
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energy (commercial spirally wound cells for example), this release of energy could generate enough heat to

be a safety concern. Therefore, care should be taken when using this technique on full cells with significant

energy content.
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KEY RESOURCES TABLE
REAGENT or RESOURCE SOURCE IDENTIFIER

Chemicals, peptides, and recombinant proteins

1,2 dimethoxyethane Sigma-Aldrich 259527

Lithium bis(fluorosulfonyl)imide Oakwood Chemicals 097602

Lithium (50 mm) on copper (10 mm) Albemarle 402064600

Hydrochloric acid Sigma-Aldrich 320331
RESOURCE AVAILABILITY

Lead contact

Further information and requests for resources should be directed to and will be fulfilled by the lead con-

tact, Katharine L. Harrison (katharr@sandia.gov).
Materials availability

This study did not generate new reagents.

Data and code availability

d Data reported in this paper will be shared by the lead contact upon request.

d This paper does not report original code.

d All additional information required to reanalyze the data reported in this paper is available from the lead

contact upon request.
METHOD DETAILS

Electrolyte preparation

4 M LiFSI in DME was prepared as has previously been documented (Qian et al., 2015) by mixing 1,2 dime-

thoxyethane (DME) and lithium bis(fluorosulfonyl)imide (LiFSI) in a 1.4:1 molar ratio (DME:LiFSI) in an Ar-

filled glove box. Before mixing the salt and solvent, DME (Sigma-Aldrich, anhydrous, 99.5%) was dried

over activated alumina for at least two days such that the volume of activated alumina:DME was approxi-

mately 1:4. Before adding the DME, the activated alumina was prepared by drying for at least two days at

200�C under vacuum in the glove box antechamber. To remove the activated alumina from the DME, the

DME was extracted through a filter. The LiFSI salt (Oakwood Chemicals) was also dried under vacuum in a

heated glove box antechamber at 100�C overnight before adding it to the solvent. The DME and LiFSI so-

lution was then stirred overnight on a hot plate at 50�C.
Pouch cell fabrication

Pouch cell fabrication schematics are provided elsewhere (Harrison et al., 2021) but the details regarding

fabrication are provided here. 20 mm thick Cu current collectors were used as the working electrodes. They

were first etched with 1.2 M hydrochloric acid for 10 min and then quickly rinsed with deionized water and

acetone and dried with Kimwipes before transferring to an Ar-filled glove box. 50mm thick Li on 10 mm thick

Cu (Albemarle) were used as received for counter/reference electrodes. The electrodes were punched us-

ing a custom die into 1.25’’ diameter circles with a connected lead. The counter electrode was punched

such that only the circle consisted of Li on Cu and the lead consisted of bare Cu. Pre-taped Ni leads

(Pred Materials) were spot welded to the Cu leads on the punched electrodes. Polymer-coated aluminum

(PredMaterials) was prepared with depressions to serve as the pouch cell packaging. The depressed pouch

was larger than the 1.25’’ diameter stack to ensure that any gas that formed in pressurized cells would not

lead to rupture (though no gas formation was observed). Pouch cells were then fabricated in a dry room

with an average dewpoint of �55�C using Pred Materials equipment by placing two sheets of Celgard

2325 separator (55x45 mm to fit in the pouch depressions) between the electrodes and aligning with a
22 iScience 24, 103394, December 17, 2021
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jig. In some cells only one sheet of Celgard 2325 separator was used, as is clearly indicated in the text and

figures throughout themanuscript. Three sides were sealed and then 1mL of 4M LiFSI in DMEwas pipetted

into the cell between the two separator sheets or on both sides of the separator when only one sheet was

used. This quantity was sufficient to flood the cell with excess electrolyte and excess electrolyte could

spread outside of the pressurized stack. After the electrolyte was added, the final side was sealed under

vacuum.
Applying interfacial pressure to pouch cell batteries

Uniaxial pressure was applied to pouch cells normal to the electrode-electrolyte interfaces using a variety

of instruments appropriate for applying pressure across 5 orders of magnitude. Photographs of the appa-

ratuses for applying pressure are provided elsewhere (Harrison et al., 2021) but procedures for applying

pressure are summarized here. Cells cycled at 0 MPa were placed on a leveled stage and tested without

any pressure applied to the cell. Cells cycled at 0.01 MPa were tested with dead weights to provide con-

stant force. Cells cycled at 0.1 MPa were pressurized by dead weights or a Sandia-built four-station pneu-

matic pressure tester designed for testing pouch cells under constant force, controlled to�0.5 lb precision

using proportional, integral, derivative (PID) feedback control. Cells cycled at 1 MPa were tested with an

MTI Corporation YLJ-HP80 pneumatic press and by hydraulic or electromechanical load frames. Cells

cycled at 10 MPa were tested by hydraulic or electromechanical load frames. The four-station tester, the

MTI press, and the load frames all were equipped with feedback control to keep the pressure constant dur-

ing cycling rather than applying the set pressure initially and keeping the platen gap spacing constant.

Custom-machined, mirror-bright platens on leveled stages were used to minimize roughness and apply

pressure uniformly to the pouch.
Electrochemical testing

All cells were cycled with Gamry 1000E and 1010E potentiostats at a current density of 4 mA/cm2 to a ca-

pacity of 2 mAh/cm2. Deposition steps were terminated by a time limit to enable a constant deposition ca-

pacity. However, a voltage limit of�1 V was also used as a cut off in case the cell polarized before reaching

the programmed capacity. Stripping steps were terminated with a 1 V limit to enable the detection of para-

sitic stripping current that might arise from a shorted cell. However, to prevent stripping steps from infi-

nitely passing current in the event of a short circuit, a time limit was also set such that stripping steps would

terminate at the time equivalent to double the programmed plating capacity. Electrochemical impedance

spectroscopy (EIS) tests were performed prior to cycling and after each deposition step. A 5 min open cir-

cuit rest period was applied before running EIS to allow for the potential to stabilize. EIS tests were per-

formed with a 5 mV rms AC voltage perturbation ranging from 0.02 Hz to 1 MHz. Cells were cycled and

stopped either after one deposition (for characterization) or after 51 plating steps and 50 stripping steps.

CE of a given cycle refers to the percentage of capacity passed during the plating step that is recovered

during the stripping step as defined by Equation 1. The cumulative average CE (CECA) of a given cycle re-

fers to the total capacity passed during all stripping steps up to and including the cycle in question summed

together and divided by the sum of total capacity passed during all plating steps up to and including the

cycle in question and then multiplied by 100%. CECA is defined by Equation 2.

ðCEÞcycle x = 100% �
�
stripping capacity

�
cycle x�

plating capacity
�
cycle x

(Equation 1)

Pn= x� �
ðCumulative Average CEÞcycle x = 100% � n= 1 stripping capacity
cycle nPn= x

n=1

�
plating capacity

�
cycle n

(Equation 2)

Pouch cell disassembly and electrode extraction for Ga+FIB milling and SEM imaging

After 1 deposition on the working electrode (one half cycle), pouch cells were disassembled in an Ar-filled

glove box. A razor blade was used to cut the first layer of the pouch bag material on three sides outside of

the electrode stack without cutting through the separator. The resulting flap was then raised, and the

counter electrode was removed by cutting the lead. Subsequently, the separators and working electrode

were removed. Before ex-situ characterization, the electrodes were soaked in dry DME for 30 s to remove

excess electrolyte.
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Ex-situ cryo Ga+FIB milling and SEM imaging

Cryo Ga+ FIB and SEM were used to cross-section and image the deposits on the working electrodes after

one deposition. The electrodes were extracted as described above and pieces were mounted on SEM

stubs in an Ar-filled glove box. The electrodes were transferred from the glove box in sealed jars and frozen

in a cryo bath. The samples were secured on a cryo mount under liquid nitrogen and then sputter coated

with 10 nm of Pt at �160�C. Then they were transferred to a Thermo Fisher Scientific Scios 2 under high

vacuum conditions onto a Leica cryo-stage held at �150�C. The electrodes were imaged at 5 kV and

50 pA initially before selecting a representative region to mill with Ga+ at 16 kV and 1–15 nA. The milled

cross-sections were then polished and imaged at 5 kV and 50 pA.

Pouch cell disassembly and coin cell fabrication for cryo laser PFIB milling and SEM imaging

Pouch cells are very large relative to the cryo stage in the laser PFIB/SEM, so entire pouch cells could not be

kept cold on the cryo stage to enable direct cross-sectioning and imaging of the electrode stacks inside of

the pouch cells. Instead, the pouch cells were disassembled and rebuilt into coin cells for the cryo laser

PFIB/SEM characterization. The pouch depressions were cut with a razor blade on three sides to allow ac-

cess to the electrode stack. Then the lead on the counter electrode was cut, followed by the working elec-

trode, so that entire stacks could be removed from the pouch cells. Sections of entire stacks were then cut

out using insulating, ceramic scissors and placed in coin cell cases, enabling air-free transfer to the SEM.

Cryo laser PFIB milling and SEM imaging

All cryogenic laser processing was performed in a prototype of the Thermo Fisher Scientific Helios Laser

PFIB, which is comprised of electron, ion, and femtosecond (fs) pulsed laser beams, all focused to a single

point in space under high vacuum allowing high rate, low damage material removal and imaging. The fs

laser is necessitated for this process as the analysis of intact coin cells requires removal of hundreds of

mm of stainless steel before reaching the active area, a process that becomes time prohibitive by PFIB

alone. The ultrashort pulse provides ample energy for this amount of material removal, while minimizing

the thermal load on the delicate Li metal, frozen electrolyte, and polymer separators.

The laser PFIB was modified with a cryogenic cooling stage as required for this work. In order to accommo-

date these samples, we designed a custom cryo pretilt holder capable of securely holding the devices with

the coin cell case sides isolated and the top surface grounded to reduce charging. The pre-tilted wedge

was fabricated from copper with a recessed pocket to hold the coin cell flush with the top surface of the

holder. The electrical isolation was ensured by placing an insulating polyimide disk at the base of the recess

on which the cathode cap in the coin cell is curved to seal. A pretilt of �26� (angled toward the laser and

away from FIB) was chosen due to geometrical constraints in the system. The prototype version of this tool

has access to an additional�10� of stage tilt, so the maximum sample tilt toward the laser is�36�. The laser

was positioned such that normal incidence occurs at �60�, so all laser processing was done at an oblique

angle with the steepest cut face being nominally 24� off-normal after final polishing.

Prior to loading an individual coin cell into the holder, it was cooled to cryogenic temperatures. Through

experiment we found that the most effective way to cool the cell, without causing thermally induced

cracking internally, was through slow cooling to operating temperatures. To slow the heat transfer, we

placed the coin cell inside of two nested pyrex beakers which were then placed into a liquid nitrogen

bath for 10–15 min. This resulted in a slowed cooling rate of the coin cell, after which it could be placed

directly in liquid nitrogen for 10–15 min to reach ultimate temperature. Working quickly with cooled twee-

zers, we then transferred the frozen cell to the pre-cooled cryo stage with the custom holder (mounted to

stage and pre-cooled also) and secured it via grounded clamping screws. The systemwas then immediately

evacuated to minimize condensation and frost formation, although this was rarely problematic. This trans-

fer in air did result in a rise in temperature of the stage and the cell, even when working quickly. However,

the stage and cell were allowed to reach at least �150�C and then we waited an additional 10 min prior to

the first laser cuts. The additional cooling time was a precaution to ensure the entire cell was at cryo tem-

perature before cutting.

Laser sectioning was typically performed in three successive steps with the final step being somewhat var-

iable depending upon the active region morphology and thickness. First, coarse cutting was performed

with a stage tilt of �5� using box mill and parameters given in the laser control user interface. Then the

stage was offset approximately 100 mm in the y-direction to remove the section of material from the cut
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face that is roughened from coarse milling. Next, a second cutting step was performed with an additional

degree of negative tilt. The instrument was then vented to replace the coverslip that was used to protect

the microscope from milling debris. During this step, the samples were exposed to air, though they re-

mained frozen on the cryo stage, so reactivity remained minimal. Condensation sometimes led to ice for-

mation on the samples during the air exposure related to this step, but air exposure and the related

condensation could be eliminated by the use of a glove bag around the SEM during the slide change

step. The final step required a change of wavelength and again steepened the cut face angle by increasing

the negative tilt of the stage. We used the shorter wavelength for the final polish as it reduced the laser-

induced periodic surface structure artifacts and resulted in higher quality images. The additional negative

tilt applied at the final polish (from �7� to �10�) offered the advantage of being able to locate the laser

beam precisely at the interface between the steel and the active area. In this manner, the lower pulse en-

ergy (515 nm) beam did not need to cut through the entire steel casing and the beam and patterning pa-

rameters could be tailored to only address the important active area. This final polishing step had to be

adjusted slightly around the nominal conditions discussed here, depending on the sample morphology.

Typically, the critical parameters that were adjusted were the number of pulses per pixel delivered, the total

passes scanned, and changing polarization. Most other parameters were less impactful to the final result.

The nominal conditions used for most samples are summarized in Table S1.

Finally, imaging was then carried out in the desired SEM modes; however, we generally used backscatter

imaging due to reduced susceptibility to charging and for its material contrast advantages. Beam energies

for imaging were typically 1–3 keV with 1 keV being the best balance between charge control and image

contrast. Imaging at 2–3 keV typically resulted in improved contrast of Li, which appeared dark in back-

scatter images, but sacrificed charge control in the electrolyte and separator layers.
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